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Summary

Cricket tells the story of
Chester, a cricket who, after
accidentally trapping
himself in a picnic basket in
his home state of
Connecticut, finds himself
in the Times Square
subway station. Once he
frees himself from the
basket, Chester is alone,
afraid, and quickly
becoming hopeless.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/16617/ref=sr_bs_1_16617_1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/16617/ref=sr_bs_1_16617_1
https://www.amazon.com/Cricket-Times-Square-Chester-Friends/dp/0312380038/ref=sr_1_2?crid=3LKEUD2V8A8PA&dchild=1&keywords=the+cricket+in+times+square+by+george+selden&qid=1623344914&sprefix=the+cricket+of+times+square%2Caps%2C202&sr=8-2


Summary

The fate of the Dillontown
team rests on the outcome
of one baseball game,
winner take all. If Tom's
team loses, they lose their
field too. But how can they
possibly win? Just when
everything seems hopeless,
a mysterious boy named
Cruz de la Cruz rides into
town and claims to know
the secret of hitting.

Summary

After his father is killed fighting for the
Union, 13-year-old Tom Carroll takes a job at
a Brooklyn ironworks to support his family.
He quickly learns that they are building an
iron-clad, "unsinkable" ship to be called the
Monitor to finally sink the Confederates'
"unsinkable" ship, the Merrimac.
This is a brilliantly told description of a
major sea battle through the eyes of a
teenaged boy who both helped build the
Monitor and fought on it.



Summary

MEET GREG KENTON, BILLIONAIRE IN THE
MAKING.Greg Kenton has two obsessions --
making money and his long-standing
competition with his annoying neighbor,
Maura Shaw. So when Greg discovers that
Maura is cutting into his booming Chunky
Comics business with her own original
illustrated minibooks, he's ready to declare
war.The problem is, Greg has to admit that
Maura's books are good, and soon the
longtime enemies become unlikely business
partners. But their budding partnership is
threatened when the principal bans the sale
of their comics in school. Suddenly, the two
former rivals find themselves united against
an adversary tougher than they ever were to
each other. Will their enterprise -- and their
friendship -- prevail?

Summary
Chester Cricket needs help. That's
the message John Robin carries
into the Times Square subway
station where Harry Cat and Tucker
Mouse live. Quickly, Chester's good
friends set off on the long, hard
journey to the Old Meadow, where
all is not well.
Houses are creeping closer.
Bulldozers and construction are
everywhere. It looks like Chester
and his friends' home will be ruined
and the children of the town won't
have a place to play. Harry Cat and
Tucker Mouse are used to the city
life. Now in the country, they need
to find a place to stay and good
things to eat. And most of all they
must think of a plan to help their
friends.




